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H I G H L I G H T S

• A highly sensitive bulk silicon carbide
pressure sensor was fabricated using
a laser scribing method.

• The sensor’s sensitivity was obtained
to be 10.83 mV/V/bar at 198 K and
6.72 mV/V/bar at 473 K.

• The sensor shows a two-fold incre-
ment of sensitivity in comparison
with other silicon carbide pressure
sensors.

• The as-fabricated sensor exhibits
excellent sensitivity, linearity and
reproducibility from cryogenic to
elevated temperatures.
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A B S T R A C T

The slow etching rate of conventional micro-machining processes is hindering the use of bulk silicon car-
bide materials in pressure sensing. This paper presents a 4H-SiC piezoresistive pressure sensor utilising a
laser scribing approach for fast prototyping a bulk SiC pressure sensor. The sensor is able to operate at a
temperature range from cryogenic to elevated temperatures with an excellent linearity and repeatability
with a pressure of up to 270 kPa. The good optical transparency of SiC material allows the direct alignment
between the pre-fabricated piezoresistors and the scribing process to form a diaphragm from the back side.
The sensitivities of the sensor were obtained as 10.83 mV/V/bar at 198 K and 6.72 mV/V/bar at 473 K, which
are at least a two-fold increment in comparison with other SiC pressure sensors. The high sensitivity and
good reliability at either cryogenic and elevated temperatures are attributed to the profound piezoresistive
effect in p-type 4H-SiC and the robust p-n junction which prevents the current from leaking to the sub-
strate. This indicates the potential of utilising the laser scribing approach to fabricate highly sensitive bulk
SiC pressure sensors for harsh environment applications.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Micromachined-pressure sensors are positioned as the most
important and ubiquitous micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS)
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sensing devices. In terms of the sensing mechanism, capacitive and
piezoresistive transducers play a dominant role with the simple
read-out, good reliability and integration [1–3]. Piezoresistive sen-
sors possessed several advantages in comparison with capacitive
counterparts such as the easiness of design configuration and the
wider linearity range [4–7]. In the past four decades, Si remains as
the most important material used for pressure sensors owing to its
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wide availability and mature fabrication process. However, its intrin-
sic physical properties, such as the low energy band gap and plastic
deformation, have limited its usage in harsh environments. In con-
trast, the superior mechanical strength, excellent corrosive/shock
resistance and high stability at high temperatures position silicon
carbide a promising material for extreme condition sensing. In fact,
numerous SiC pressure sensors have been reported including capac-
itive and piezoresistive sensors [8–10]. For instance, Young et al.
characterized a 3C-SiC

〈
100

〉
capacitive pressure sensor with a sensi-

tivity of 7.7 fF/torr at 400 ◦C [11]. Wu et al. reported a SiC-on-SiO2

piezoresistive pressure sensor with sensitivity of 101.5 l V/V/psi at
room temperature and 53.4 l V/V/psi at 385 ◦C [12,13 ]. Wieczorek
et al. reported a 6H-SiC pressure sensor with a sensitivity of 330 l

V/V/bar at 23 ◦C and 200 l V/V/bar at 400 ◦C [14]. Okojie et al. found a
sensitivity recovery at high temperatures of a 4H-SiC pressure sensor
with good linearity [15].

The use of bulk SiC materials (e.g. 4H-SiC and 6H-SiC) for pressure
sensors can eliminate the thermal expansion mismatch between the
sensing layer and supporting diaphragm and extend the working
regime of the sensing devices. Moreover, the high energy band gap
of 4H-SiC (i.e. 3.23 eV) significantly reduces the number of thermal
activated electron-hole pairs, improving the reliability and stability
of 4H-SiC based sensors in extreme conditions [16,17]. However, the
high resistance to chemical substances of bulk SiC polytypes makes
the etching very challenging and expensive. For instance, the only
technique to chemically etch SiC is to use molten salt fluxes and
hot gases with an electrochemical processing [18]. These corrosive
media typically require expensive Pt beakers and masks to withstand
those molten solutions. Moreover, the plasma etching of SiC results
in a very slow etch rate, making it impractical to form a diaphragm
for the pressure sensors from bulk SiC wafers. To overcome the
challenge, Akiyama et al. employed a mechanical drilling process to
etch bulk SiC material forming a 4H-SiC pressure sensor [19]. This
method requires specified wafer holders and alignment tools that
significantly increase the preparation time and fabrication cost.

In this paper, we present a laser scribing approach to fabricate
a highly sensitive 4H-SiC piezoresistive pressure sensor from a bulk
SiC wafer. The good optical transparency of SiC material allows the
direct alignment between the pre-fabricated piezoresistors and the
laser-scribed diaphragm on the back side. Furthermore, the exper-
imental result shows that the sensor exhibits good performance
from a cryogenic temperature of 198 K to a high temperature of
473 K. A sensitivity of 8.24 mV/V/bar was achieved at room temper-
ature, slightly increased to 10.83 mV/V/bar at 198 K and decreased
to 6.72 mV/V/bar at 473 K. The high sensitivity at cryogenic and ele-
vated temperature is attributed to the profound piezoresistive effect
in p-type 4H-SiC and the robust p-n junction which effectively pre-
vent the current from leaking to the substrate. Moreover, the good
reproducibility for hundreds of pressurising cycles and excellent
stability at cryogenic and high temperatures were also realized.

2. Design and fabrication of 4H-SiC pressure sensor

2.1. Pressure sensor design

In terms of design, circular and rectangular diaphragms are the
two common geometries for micromachined pressure sensors. The
sensing element is typically placed in the vicinity of the edge of
the diaphragm to obtain the maximum sensitivity since the induced
stress/strain is maximised at the given area. While the stress/strain is
equally distributed along the circumference of a circular diaphragm,
in a rectangular diaphragm, it is concentrated in the middle of
the edges. From the plate theory, the maximum stress/strain of
the square diaphragm is 1.64 times higher than that of a circular
diaphragm with equivalent dimensions [20]. Thus, placing the sens-
ing element in the middle of the edges of a rectangular diaphragm

would yield the maximum sensitivity for the pressure monitoring.
Therefore, in this paper, a square-shaped diaphragm was designed
and fabricated with piezoresistors located in the middle of an edge,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. An applied differential pressure would deform
the diaphragm and induce strain to the piezoresistor lying on the
top surface of the diaphragm. Since the sensor is made of 4H-SiC,
a piezoresistive material, the magnitude of applied strain can be
realized by monitoring the resistance change of the sensor. More-
over, by establishing a straining model, it is possible to detect the
input pressure applied to the diaphragm. The stress/strain distri-
bution of a square diaphragm under pressure can be characterized
using the Bubnov-Galerkin model for a rectangular thin film based
on the maximum deflection of the diaphragm under pressure. The
simplified function for the strain distribution along the centre line
(x = (−a/2, a/2), y = 0) of a square diaphragm is deduced as [21]

f (x) =
7P

2304a4D

(
x2 − a2

4

)2

(1)

where f(x), P and a are the deflection function, the edge length
of the square diaphragm, and the applied pressure, respectively;
D = Et3/(12(1 − m)) is the flexural rigidity of the diaphragm; t is
the diaphragm thickness; m and E are the Poisson’s ratio and Young’s
modulus of 4H-SiC, respectively. It is worth noting that when the
diaphragm deflection is much smaller than the thickness (f � t), the
relationship between f and P is linear.

The strain function with respect to the small deflection of a square
diaphragm can be given as

e(x) = z
∂2f
∂x2

(2)

where z denotes the dimension that is perpendicular to the
diaphragm plane. The U-shaped piezoresistor consists of two long
resistors Rl and one short resistor Rt. Upon an applied pressure, Rl

varies by longitudinal gauge factor (Gl) while the Rt change according
to transverse gauge factor (Gt), and either Gl and Gt were reported in
our previous work [22]. Thus, the fractional change of resistance of
the combined piezoresistor can be given as

DR
R

=
∫ l1

0
r̄lGle(x)dx + r̄tGtet (3)

where e(x) is the function of the localised strain (see supplementary
document for the detailed calculation) and et is the strain at the loca-
tion of Rl, r̄l = 2Rl/R and r̄l = Rt/R are the ratio of the longitudinal

Fig. 1. Design and configuration of 4H-SiC pressure sensor.
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and transverse resistances. Thus, the sensitivity of the sensor can be
given as

S =
∣∣∣∣DR/R

P

∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣DI/I

P

∣∣∣∣ . (4)

The detailed sensitivity analysis can be found in the supplementary
document.

2.2. Fabrication

Fig. 2(a) shows the fabrication process of the 4H-SiC pressure sen-
sor. The initial 4H-SiC wafer consists of 1 l m p-type, 1 l m n-type
layers and a 350 l m low doped substrate. The sensor was fabricated
from p-type 4H-SiC in the s-face (i.e. (0001) face). The U-shaped
piezoresistors were patterned on the p-type layer by a photo lithog-
raphy (step 1©) and inductive coupled plasma (ICP) etching (step 2©)
using a STS™ etcher at an etch depth of 1.25 l m, ensuring that the p-
type functioning layer was thoroughly etched and the piezoresistors
electrically isolated from the substrate (Fig. 2(b)). The ICP etching
rate was approximately 100 nm/min. Next, Ti/Al metallization (step
3©) was patterned on top of the p-type layer, following a rapid ther-
mal annealing process (RTP) at 1000 ◦C to obtain a good Ohmic
contact for the sensor’s characterization. It is known that p-type 4H-
SiC is a wide band gap material with a different work function from
that of the metal contact (i.e. Ti/Al), a potential barrier is formed
after the metallization process [23]. This leads to the a Schottky con-
tact, in which the current-voltage characteristics shows a rectifying
behaviour when sweeping a voltage range from negative to posi-
tive. The sheet contact resistances before and after the annealing
process at were measured to be 2.1 MY/� and 26.7 kY/�, respec-
tively. This means that the thermal annealing has greatly improved
the Ohmic behaviour of the contact between p-type 4H-SiC and Ti/Al.
The wafer was subsequently diced in to 10 × 10 mm2 chips. Finally,
the square-shaped diaphragms were formed by scribing the back
side of each chip (step 4©) by a diode-pumped Nd/YVO4 laser with a
peak power of up to 1.5 kW and the average scribing power was 1–
3 W (Fig. 2(c), (d)). The details of laser scribing process can be found
elsewhere [24]. First, the 4H-SiC sample (with the pre-fabricated
piezoresistor) was placed in the chamber to align the laser focus.
Subsequently, the scribing process was conducted on the back of the

4H-SiC chip (engraving on the side without the piezoresistor). The
material was ablated layer-by-layer using the laser beam with the
cross-hatch patterning until the desired depth is achieved. The total
time for the laser scribing procedure was just approximately 25 min.
The scribing time is far less than that of other etching processes for
bulk SiC materials (e.g. inductive plasma etching, deep reactive-ion
etching (DRIE)) which could take many hours or even impractical
to conduct for the etch depth of hundreds of micrometres. It should
be noted that owing to the transparency of the SiC wafer, the align-
ment of back side scribing to the pre-fabricated piezoresistor in the
front side was made straightforward. Fig. 2(c) shows the side-wall
and surface roughness of the back side of the diaphragm after the
laser scribing process. The final dimensions and thickness of the
diaphragms were measured to be 5 × 5 mm2 and 70 lm, respectively.
After the fabrication process, the chips were attached to ceramic chip
carriers which are aimed to work at cryogenic and high tempera-
tures, as shown in Fig. 2(e). The electrical connections were formed
by wire bonding from the Ti/Al contact to the contact pads of the chip
carrier. The enclosed cavity underneath the 4H-SiC diaphragm was
sealed by high-temperature epoxy.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2(f) shows the experimental setup for the characterization of
the 4H-SiC pressure sensor. The 4H-SiC chip attached to a chip carrier
was placed in the chamber of a Linkam™ THMS600. First, the sensor
operation at room temperature was characterized. The measurement
started with supplying controlled air pressure to the enclosed cham-
ber using a pressure regulator. In order to avoid oxidation at elevated
temperature, argon was supplied as the medium in the pressurizing
chamber. A constant DC voltage of 1 V was applied to the piezore-
sistor in the measurement. Subsequently, the output current was
monitored by an external read-out device (Agilent™ 1500).

Fig. 3(a) shows the recorded real-time output signal which varied
linearly with the increase of the applied pressure from 0 to 268 kPa.
Moreover, an increasing resistance with applied pressure can also be
observed in Fig. 3(b), indicating that the piezoresistor is in the ten-
sile stress state (the resistance increases with strain). The measured
data shows the good linearity of the output signal and the input pres-
sure with high signal-to-noise ratio. It should be noted that when

Fig. 2. a) Fabrication process of 4H-SiC pressure sensor. b) SEM image of the sensor on the top surface of a diced chip. c) SEM image of the back side of the diaphragm after laser
scribing. Scale bar, 100 lm. d) Alignment of laser scribing on the back side with respect to the pre-fabricated sensor on the front side. e) Sensor chip attached to a chip carrier with
bonding wire. f) Experimental setup for the pressurising characterization.
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Fig. 3. a) Real-time measurement of output signal at varying applied pressure ranging
from 0 to nearly 270 kPa. b) Linear resistance change upon the application of pressure.
c) Output signal at a cyclic applied pressure of 186 kPa, high signal-to-noise ratio and
the excellent reproducibility without significant signal drift were obtained.

the differential pressure was completely removed, the output signal
returned to its initial value without any drift. Another measurement
with a cyclic pressure of 186 kPa was also performed, confirming the
excellent repeatability of the sensor with cyclic pressure, as shown
in Fig. 3(c). The experimental data exhibits the good reproducibility
and linearity of the output signal which is crucial for pressure sens-
ing which typically requires long-term stability. It is also necessary
to determine the time response of the pressure sensor. From a finite
element analysis (FEA) using COMSOL™, the first order resonant fre-
quency of the membrane f1 was found to be 108 kHz, corresponding
to the response in the time domain of 9.2 ls. This value is equivalent
to the time response of other reported SiC pressure sensors.

To demonstrate the capability of the as-fabricated sensor for
harsh environments, the operation of the sensor at cryogenic and
elevated temperatures were characterized. It is known that many
pressure sensors exhibit good performances at room temperature
but at high temperatures, there is a significant reduction in the sen-
sitivity and reliability due to the thermal induced leakage current to

the substrate. Therefore, the current-voltage characteristics at a tem-
perature range from 273 K to 473 K was measured as shown in Fig. 4
Inset. It should be noted that the leakage is four orders of magnitude
smaller than the current flowing in the p-type piezoresistors thanks
to the robust p-n junction. This barrier layer acts as a back-to-back
diode which prevents the electric current leaking to the substrate
at the high temperatures [22,25]. Consequently, it can be concluded
that only the p-type layer contributed to the measurement of the
piezoresistive pressure sensor.

Fig. 4 shows the measured sensitivity of the 4H-SiC pressure
sensor at a temperature range from 198 K to 473 K. A sensitivity
of 10.83 mV/V/bar was realized at 198 K then gradually decreased
to 6.72 mV/V/bar at 473 K. This decrease in sensitivity by tempera-
ture can be explained by the strain induced effect of the electrical
conductance of p-type semiconductor materials with respect to the
temperature variation. The electrical conductivity in p-type 4H-SiC is
mainly attributed to the hole transfer in the three top highest valence
bands (i.e. the heavy hole (HH), light hole (LH), and spin-orbit split-
off (SOSO) bands). Since 4H-SiC is an a-type SiC in which spin-orbit
interaction has weak effect on the shape of the valence bands [26],
the electrical conductance can be deduced as [27,28]

s4HSiC = q2t

(
p1

m1
+

p2

m2

)
(5)

where q, t, pi and mi are the electron charge, the relaxation time,
the hole concentration (i = 1 denotes the HH band and i = 2
represents the LH band), and the effective mass, respectively. The
application of a uniaxial stress lifts the degeneracy of the HH and
LH bands, altering the resistivity of the piezoresistor. This phe-
nomenon is attributed to the hole transfer mechanism which is the
dominant factor of the piezoresistivity in p-type semiconductors.
Subsequently, in the small strain region (DEV � 2kBT) the relative
variation of the hole concentration in the HH and LH band is given
as [27]

DR
R

= −Dpi

pi
= − 1

kBT
DEV

1 +
(

m∗
i /m∗

j

)3/2
(6)
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Fig. 4. The measured sensitivity at various temperature ranging from 198 K to 473 K.
It is worth noting that the decreasing of sensitivity with increasing temperature is
in good agreement with the hole transfer mechanism under strain with the varying
temperature. Inset: Linear current-voltage characteristics of the sensor measured at
various temperatures.
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where m∗
i are the density-of-states effective masses, pi are

the hole concentration, DEV is the band splitting energy and
kB is the Boltzmann constant. Assuming that the component

DEV/

(
1 +

(
m∗

i /m∗
j

)3/2
)

is independent on temperature change, the

relative resistance change or the sensitivity is inversely proportional
to the increase of the ambient temperature. Therefore, the measured
sensitivity of the 4H-SiC in the given temperature range is in good
agreement with the aforementioned variation with temperature of
the hole transfer mechanism in p-type 4H-SiC.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we present the fabrication and characterization of
a highly sensitive 4H-SiC pressure sensor using a laser scribing
approach. The sensor was aimed to work in a wide range of tempera-
ture from 198 K to 473 K with high sensitivities of 10.83 mV/V/bar at
198 K and 6.72 mV/V/bar at 473 K. These results exhibited a two-fold
sensitivity increase in comparison with other reported SiC pressure
sensors with the excellent linearity and repeatability. The variation
of the sensor’s piezoresistivity with temperature can be explained
by the hole transfer mechanism between the light hole and heavy
hole bands of p-type 4H-SiC. The high sensitivity and good relia-
bility at either cryogenic and elevated temperatures were achieved
thanks to the profound piezoresistive effect of p-type 4H-SiC mate-
rial and the robust p-n junction which prevents the current from
leaking to the substrate at either cryogenic and high temperatures.
The good Ohmic contact was formed using a rapid thermal anneal-
ing at 1000 ◦C, which is then confirmed by the linear current-voltage
characteristic at the temperature range. This temperature-tolerance
Ohmic characteristic is favourable for the piezoresistive sensing in
terms of sensitivity and reliability. The as-presented laser scribing
approach shows the feasibility of fast prototyping bulk SiC pressure
sensors for harsh environment sensing.

Data availability

The raw/processed data required to reproduce these findings can-
not be shared at this time as the data also forms part of an ongoing
study.
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